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Blancco partnered with Avieco to calculate its carbon footprint for the 
period 1st January 2021 to 31st December 2021. This footprint covered 
Blancco’s entire value chain greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, including 
scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions. Given the scope expansion in 2021, 
compared to previous years, this will form Blancco’s baseline carbon 
footprint moving forward. 

Blancco’s 2021 carbon footprint was 3,621.3 tCO2e (tonnes of carbon 
dioxide equivalent). See the ‘Carbon Footprint Summary’ page for a 
more detailed breakdown of Blancco’s footprint.

Having set a robust, comprehensive baseline, Blancco has established 
decarbonisation targets, with the ambition of reducing Blancco’s 
emissions intensity in the short term, and outlined a carbon management 
plan to achieve those targets. 

Finally, as the business sets about decarbonising its operations and value 
chain, Blancco has procured 3,622 carbon offset credits to fully 
neutralise the business’s carbon footprint. As such, Blancco has achieved 
carbon neutrality for 2021.

BLANCCO TECHNOLOGY 
GROUP HAVE ACHIEVED 
CARBON NEUTRALITY FOR 
CALENDAR YEAR 2021

Carbon Neutrality Report 2021Overview
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BLANCCO’S EMISSIONS FOR 2021 WERE 3,621 tCO2e, WITH 
PURCHASED GOODS & SERVICES ACCOUNTING FOR OVER 
HALF OF TOTAL EMISSIONS
Boundary Setting 

Blancco established a comprehensive GHG emissions baseline for the calendar 
year 2021. The business has taken a financial control approach in establishing its 
organisational boundary, including all entities, subsidiaries and associated assets 
over which Blancco Technology Group PLC has financial control. 

Blancco also conducted a thorough scope 3 screening assessment to ensure 
that all relevant scope 3 emission categories were reported on. 

Operational Emissions

Scope 1 and 2 GHG emissions include the energy and refrigerant use from 22 
office locations plus a small number of company cars. Scope 1 (1.9%) and 
scope 2 (3.5%) GHG emissions accounted for 5.4% of Blancco’s total footprint. 

Value Chain Emissions

Scope 3 GHG emissions, upstream and downstream of the business, account for 
the remaining 94.6% of GHG emissions. Blancco assessed all fifteen scope 3 
categories to ensure all applicable emission sources were accounted for. 

From categories 1-8 (upstream), Blancco is only excluding category 8 (Upstream 
Leased Assets). From categories 9-15 (downstream), Blancco is excluding 
categories 9 (Downstream Transport & Distribution), 10 (Processing of Sold 
Products), 13 (Downstream Leased Assets), 14 (Franchises) and 15 (Investment). 

Within scope 3, Purchased Goods & Services (PG&S) account for vast majority of 
total emissions (79.8%). Please note that use of sold products includes only sold 
hardware. Software-related emissions are accounted for within PG&S as the 
associated infrastructure is hosted by a third-party supplier. 

1.4
tCO2e/m2

15.8
tCO2e/FTE

143.9 
tCO2e/£1 million in 

revenue

EMISSIONS BREAKDOWN

INTENSITY METRICS

CY 2021

3,621
tCO2e
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BLANCCO’S EMISSIONS FOR 2021 WERE 3,621 tCO2e, WITH 
PURCHASED GOODS & SERVICES ACCOUNTING FOR OVER 
HALF OF TOTAL EMISSIONS

Category Emission Source Description Emissions (tCO2e) % of total

Scope 1
Refrigerants Includes refrigerant top ups at sites where Blancco are responsible for air conditioning units 59.2 1.6%

Company cars Includes fuel use from several company cars 12.5 0.3%

Scope 2 Electricity (market-based)* Includes electricity used across all of Blancco’s office location 126.8 3.5%

Scope 3

Electricity (T&D & WTT) Includes transmission & distribution losses and well-to-tank (i.e. extraction, production, transport) 
emissions from electricity use

43.1 1.2%

Purchased goods & services Includes emissions from Blancco’s total spend across all goods and services (including cloud-based 
hosted infrastructure used for software provision) – excludes capitalised goods.

2,890.0 79.8%

Capital goods Includes emissions from all goods that were capitalised by Blancco during the reporting year 90.6 2.5%

Upstream transport & distribution Includes emissions from the transport of products to Blancco customers 6.9 0.2%

Waste Includes emission from waste generated at Blancco’s office locations 24.8 0.7%

Business travel Includes flights (94.3%), employee cars (5.6%) and  rail (0.1%) for business purposes 151.8 4.2%

Employee commuting Includes estimated emissions from employees commuting into Blancco offices 34.1 0.9%

Home working Includes estimated emissions from employees using energy whilst home working 93.4 2.6%

Use of sold products Includes lifetime energy use from the deployment of hardware to run Blancco software 88.0 2.4%

End of life treatment of sold 
products

Includes estimated emissions from the end-of-life treatment of Blancco hardware 0.1 <0.1%

TOTAL 3,621.3 100.0%

* All totals within this report are market-based (calculated using emission factors for the specific tariffs Blancco are using). Location-based electricity emissions 
(based on country-specific emission factors) for 2021 were 100 tCO2e.  
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FOR 2022, BLANCCO WILL FOCUS ON REDUCING 
INTENSITY-BASED EMISSIONS AND MONITOR HOW 
EMISSIONS REBOUND POST-COVID TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS

1.4
tCO2e/m2

15.8
tCO2e/FTE

143.9 
tCO2e/£1 million in 

revenue

-1%
target

-1%
target

-1%
target

INTENSITY-BASED DECARBONISATION TARGETS

CARBON MANAGEMENT FOCUS AREAS

Emissions in 2022

2021 marks the first year of Blancco measuring its comprehensive GHG emissions 
footprint. 2021 was however an abnormal year in that the travel restrictions that resulted 
from the COVID-19 pandemic were still prevalent. As such, the emissions profile for 
Blancco in 2022 is likely to shift in several ways: business travel and employee commuting 
are expected to increase from 4.2% and 0.9% of total emissions respectively whilst home 
working emissions may decrease from 2.6%. 

Decarbonisation Targets

As Blancco begins to understand what emissions look like a typical year, the business will 
set interim, annual decarbonisation targets that focus on improving its emissions intensity. 
Blancco has calculated 3 intensity metrics which reflect key emissions drivers: emissions 
per square meter of office space, emissions per employee and emissions per £1 million 
revenue, and will attempt to decrease each by at least 1% by the end of 2022. Blancco 
will explore new decarbonisation targets for 2023 and beyond.

Carbon Management Plan

To drive decarbonisation, Blancco will:

✓Engage with landlords to improve data quality and explore sustainable technologies 
such as rainwater harvesting and renewable energy tariffs

✓Encourage less carbon intensive forms of business travel and commuting practices 

✓Engage with the top 15 goods and services suppliers to improve reporting accuracy 
and explore more sustainable solutions 

✓Explore emissions performance at board-level – overall responsibility to sit with the CFO

Renewable 
energy

Recycling 
rates

Rainwater 
harvesting

Sustainable 
travel

Supplier 

engagement
Sustainable 

procurement

Data   
quality

Governance
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BLANCCO INVESTED IN TWO RENEWABLE WIND ENERGY 
PROJECTS IN INDIA TO ACHIEVE CARBON NEUTRALITY

Installing 250 MW of Grid-Connected Wind Power in Gujarat, India

Blancco purchased a total of 3,622 carbon offset credits, all of which are verified in line 
with the Verified Carbon Standard (VCS) – one of the world’s leading verification 
standards.  

Both projects are designed to install grid-connected wind power in Gujarat, India. The 
first project, from which Blancco have purchased 2,427 credits, will install 100 MW, whilst 
the second project, from which Blancco have purchased 1,195 credits, will install 150 
MW. Both projects are anticipated to reduce local reliance on energy derived fossil fuel 
sources, preventing future emissions. 

Further details on project one can be found here – evidence of Blancco’s credit 
retirement can be seen here.

Further details on project two can be found here – evidence of Blancco’s credit 
retirement can be seen here.

Supporting the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

Whilst neither project has been formally evaluated against the UN SDGs, Blancco sought 
to invest in projects which has benefits beyond just emissions reductions. 

Both projects are expected to generate local employment opportunities during the 
construction and operational phases (SDG #8) and will contribute to local infrastructure 
development (SDG #9).

https://registry.verra.org/app/projectDetail/VCS/2042
https://registry.verra.org/app/search/VCS?programType=ISSUANCE&exactResId=2042
https://registry.verra.org/app/projectDetail/VCS/292
https://registry.verra.org/app/search/VCS?programType=ISSUANCE&exactResId=292
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ANNEX 1 – PAS 2060 QUALIFYING EXPLANATORY 
STATEMENT (QES)

In line with best practice, Blancco have achieved carbon neutrality in line with PAS 2060, the globally accepted standard for carbon neutrality. In 
accordance with PAS 2060, this annex forms the QES and includes the evidence required to substantiate Blancco’s achievement of carbon neutrality for 
1st January 2021 to 31st December 2021.

PAS 2060 requirement Response

Entity making PAS 2060 declaration Blancco Technology Group plc

Subject of PAS 2060 declaration The subject of this declaration is Blancco Technology Group PLC’s full scope 1, 2 and 3 GHG emissions for the calendar 
year 2021. The boundary was set following a financial control approach. All subsidiaries of Blancco Technology Group PLC 
have been included. All applicable emission sources have been included.

Description of subject Blancco Technology Group provides organizations with secure, compliant, and automated solutions that accelerate the 
transition to the circular economy. Each year, tens of millions of Blancco erasures allow top-tier organizations to protect 
end-of-life data against unauthorized access, safely redeploy data storage assets, and firmly comply with increased data 
protection and privacy requirements. Our precise device diagnostics help move used IT assets confidently into the circular 
economy, enabling enterprises, IT asset disposition (ITAD) vendors and recyclers, and mobile industry stakeholders to 
operate more sustainably.

Rationale for selection of the subject Blancco has included all applicable GHG emission sources to ensure the selected subject is as representative of the 
business’s total impact as possible. There is no exclusions.

Type of conformity assessment Other party validation

Baseline data for carbon neutrality 1st January 2021 – 31st December 2021

Achievement period 1st January 2021 – 31st December 2021

Qualifying date 31st May 2022 (date of retirement of carbon offset credits)

Individual responsible for evaluation and provision of 
data necessary for declaration

Adam Moloney, Chief Financial Officer
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ANNEX 1 – PAS 2060 QUALIFYING EXPLANATORY 
STATEMENT (QES)

PAS 2060 requirement Response

Methodological approach and standards followed All GHG emissions have been calculated in line with the WRI GHG Protocol. All purchased carbon offset credits are verified 
to the Verified Carbon Standard (VCS). The achievement of carbon neutrality is in line with PAS 2060. 

Date of QES 14th June 2022 

Senior representative of entity Adam Moloney, Chief Financial Officer

Signature

Evidence of carbon offset credit retirement:
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Avieco Ltd, 22 St. James's Walk, 

London, EC1R 0AP 

avieco.com

+44 20 7048 0450

hello@avieco.com


